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If I have used any images 

that infringe copyright in my 

desire to help parents and 

children I apologise . We do 

not charge for these leaflets 

and should we have offended 

in any way please get in touch 

with school.  

Many thanks..  

We hope you have enjoyed this leaflet. We invite you 

to make any donations towards our water area as we 

are encouraging children to love the world around 

them. Many thanks. 

 

Creative ways to use tape with children  

The happiest people do not 

have the best of everything, 

they make the best of     

everything they have!  

http://www.timotayplayscapes.co.uk/playground-product-poa/stainless-steel-mushroom


It’s never a great idea 

to leave children alone 

with tape as before 

long they stick it to 

themselves or to each 

other and children end 

up getting hurt (try 

pulling it off your face 

or hair it stings!)  

    

 

If you have enjoyed this booklet you may 

also like the other titles in this ‘creative 

reuse project’  based on using objects we 

already have rather than buying           

expensive toys and equipment! ...... 

            Card and paper  

            Plastic bottles  

            Straws  

             Pool noodles  

             Hoops  

Also available for your support and       

enjoyment are ... 

              Little feet  

              Matching  

              Sorting  

 



Use colour to visually 

stimulate ..whether 

its lines on a rotating 

fan or balloons taped 

to the ceiling ....    

children benefit from 

a stimulating           

environment!  

Help them access tapes  

by putting a tag from 

bread at the end and plac-

ing the tape onto some-

thing it can roll on ... old 

toilet or kitchen roll    

holders work fine!  

Before they can ‘join’ 

they need opportunities 

to explore tape and to 

wrap things. Use sticks, 

rolls etc to practise    

manipulating strips of 

tape. 



Let them explore pulling 

it off themselves and    

tables. Feel its sticky 

qualities then only join 

light easy things when 

they start to stick!  

Of course you can use it 

to decorate and jazz 

things up!  



Tape is used in these     

examples to guide        

children. By providing a 

visual clue children don't 

have to rely only on what 

is said, or shown then   

forgotten ..... it is a      

permanent reminder!  

Explore placing objects 

onto sticky back plastic 

or wide sticky tape ... 

use tissue paper and    

tissues, ‘hole punched’ 

shapes, lids from     

smarties or plastic     

bottles, polystyrene 

pieces etc., all are light 

and easy to see and feel 

the effect of the 

‘stick‘ 



Children can still       

explore light and colour 

for example, if you do it 

on windows. Encourage 

fine motor skills by   

having them hold       

objects in one hand and 

placing them with the 

other ... 

They can stick on things 

they like or dislike the 

feel of, in tactile  

experiences!  

Use tape as a number 

line, as a giant grid for 

answers, as a marker 

onto sticks or pipe 

cleaners to thread 

beads ... 

Use tape as a guide. 

Here it is for cutting 

beans, but can be used 

on card or paper as a 

cutting guide, with play 

dough, with pencil 

work, as an outline not 

to go outside of, as a  

‘stop‘ at the end of a 

path .... 



Tape can be used to 

create dolls clothes and 

dressing up clothes!  

Let children help work 

with plastic bags and 

tape to make bright 

funky outfits!  

Working on a vertical 

plane strengthens wrist 

rotation and mobility 

(needed for handwriting) 

Place it high if you want 

them to reach. Think 

about creating pictures 

such as a plant growing, 

a cityscape etc. related 

to their interests and 

abilities!  



Work outside as much as 

indoors ... Collect leaves, 

found objects etc and 

store them on the sticky 

side then display them in-

doors .. or use magnifying 

glasses .  

Present objects on a 

sticky surface so chil-

dren need to work to 

pull it off (this is good 

on car journeys so  

everything isn't on the 

floor)  

You can tape to cloth 

and roll it up or to 

the floor. Try varying 

games you both know 

as the child becomes 

more able. 

Hop scotch can be 

done with anything 

inside the squares!  



Tape for where to park 

vehicles, make train and 

car tracks ... encourage 

playing at different   

levels and children to be 

on their hands and knees 

as this strengthens 

shoulders and hips!   

On sticky tape or 

sticky back plastic you 

can work on              

sequencing, patterning 

and matching. Vary 

the complexity of the 

task with the child’s 

skills as long as it is 

fun!  

Structure the idea ... 

here children are invited 

to create, but have 

guidelines to work with-

in!  



Glitter onto double sided 

tape, make maracas from 

spoons, decorate doll 

furniture, make a       

spiders web ... 

Use tape as a guide to 

sort, cover area or 

match shapes to. 



The right side of the 

brain controls the left 

side of the body and vice 

versa. When we cross 

our midline it helps our 

brain. Put tape down 

their tummy and stand 

with hands at each 

side ... then right hand 

to left knee, back to 

centre, left hand to 

right knee. Then right 

elbow to bent left knee 

raise. Then bending right 

hand to left foot etc!  

As a child develops control, 

co-ordination and memory 

extend the complexity of 

the course and the         

expectation.              

Remember that we don’t 

just  ‘burn energy’ we ‘learn 

energy‘ and movement is   

vital for learning!  

Put paint in a ziplock bag and tape to the table 

for finger work without any mess... let them 

collect things on  walk on their wrist, make    

pictures ... 

Hang sticky tape from trees so the light goes 

through the tissue paper, make tape measures ... 



Fairy lights in a plastic 

box makes a light table 

to work on- use tape on 

plastic as its easier to 

stick than paint.  

Let them explore      

different lengths and 

colours of tape as it is 

hard to manipulate.   

Initially many children 

don't understand where 

to stick it to make 

things join... This comes 

through lots of           

experiences!  

This is for balance,      

co-ordination, motor 

planning, motor memory  

and listening skills. Put 

tape on a string         

between 2 chairs .. kick 

individual coloured flags  

Use tape to mark the floor for dances, to create 

boxes to step on and off-as a visual clue for phys-

iotherapy and PE exercises you are doing ... 

Then sequence e.g. red, yellow, blue, red, green. How 

many can they recall at once? Build it up. Kick a ball 

to given colour .. can also do reaching up towards  



Jumping skills using 

tape ...jump over like a 

river, jump up on top of, 

jump backwards and    

forwards ... jump like in 

long jump .... 

You can number the lines 

to jump to, to jump 

across ... you can give 

them colours or letters 

to increase listening 

Make a spider web game 

to aim scrunched at pa-

per balls at... good for 

throwing and aiming 

practise and fun when 

stuck indoors. Tape jars 

then paint .. remove tape 

and see electric tea light 

shine through. 

Soak lolly sticks for 2 

days then gently bend 

into shape of wrist . 

Decorate with coloured 

tapes to make       

bracelets.  



Painting on top of then 

removing tape adds inter-

est and effect to       

children’s art work!  

As well as negotiating a 

maze themselves they 

can take an object 

around it e.g. a ball, a 

hoop, a beanbag  

Try hands and feet on a  

line .... 

They can bunny hop like this forwards/backwards. 

Can they travel sideways like a crab?  

Use pictures as a prompt and model movements 

yourself- where possible do this by mirrors so they 

learn about body shape, direction and body part 

awareness...  



Encourage children 

to throw ‘pom poms’ 

onto the grid then 

bend and pick them 

up whilst staying on 

the line (all very 

good for hip 

strength). They can 

line them up, aim 

them at things. 

Develop lines into 

shapes to travel 

over, go around, be 

inside or outside of.  

 

Follow the leader ...  

Walking a line develops balance 

(vestibular) midline development 

(co ordinate movement and   

thinking) eye/foot co-ordination, 

focus and concentration. 

 

 Ideally a child should have bare 

feet. Warm up and play first 

then observe their body control 

and centring. Try it fast, slow, 

backwards, stopping on command .  



Then try straddling 

the line turning, 

walking sideways 

from left to right 

and right to left  

 

Try with a child     

balancing something 

on their head, holding 

e.g. an orange in a  

ladle, then an egg on 

a spoon.  

(Tape is much better 

than using ropes). Try 

to walk in a v  (wide 

walking) that goes out 

and that goes in ... 

back the other way. 

Model key vocabulary 

such as ‘stretch your 

legs ‘more’ .. Stretch 

your legs ‘less‘. These 

practical games        

develop on into maths 

skills and the concepts 

of more and less.  

Extend the complexity 

of the course .... 


